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Case Study
PACIFIC GULF SIGN PROGRAM

PUTS ITS BRAND ON PROPERTIES

Newsletter written a produced by
Hilary Kaye Associates (714) 426-0444

If you haven't
noticed more Pacific
Gulf business signs
these days, you're not •••••
paying attention.

The company
recently completed
a unified signage
program for 15
properties in Orange
and Los Ange!es
counties, with the goal
of giving the firm a
higher profile.

Pacific Gulf
Properties is a
successful real estate investment trust
that owns, manages and operates 72
properties from Seattle to San Diego.
Many of those properties, purchased
during the past three years, had no
visual ties linking them to Pacific Gulf
Properties. For example, a property on

Alondra Boulevard
was merely called

La Mirada
Freeway
Center.

"What we're
trying to do is
create signage
that gives us

branding, so no
matter where you

are, you're driving
past the same signs,

saying 'Wow, these guys have a lot of real
estate,' " said Mark Brecheen, Pacific
Gulfs director of real estate.

One company created the graphic
design. Then Rick Denman of Signs &

Services Co. implemented that concept
in a mass-produced sign - with a few
economies of scale that reduced the
cost while maintaining the quality.

It was a large job - and it isn't over
yet, Brecheen said. "Eventually, you
will see the same thing throughout our
portfolio:' which includes industrial
properties in LasVegas and Phoenix, as
well as Seattle, San Diego, the Inland
Empire and Northern California .•
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Case Study
REDONDO BEACH AND MERCHANTS

ASSOCIATION OPT FOR ENTRY SIGNAGE

HelPing Redondo Beach
create a visual identity is what Signs &
Services Co.'s current projects there are
all about.

"Nothing really says Redondo Beach
except our street signs," said Aaron
jones, the city's economic development
manager.

The city and the Riviera Village
Association, a merchants group, are
working with Kevin McConnell of
Signs & Services Co., using his expertise
to assist in the development of entry
signage for Riviera Village, one of three
separate
shopping/
commercial
districts in
town. The
others are
Artesia
Boulevard
and Kings
Harb-or. -

"We're seeking to identify the Village
itself and have an overall thematic
development," said jones. "The city is
willing to commit funding for one of
three entry signs, as well as enhance and
landscape the entry-point area."

Riviera Village is not the only
project Signs & Services Co. is doing in
Redondo Beach. The company also has
produced an overall master sign program

for the new Redondo Information
Technologies Center, reflecting the
architecture of the still-to-be-constructed
building.

Redondo Beach has been taking
a close look at signage issues in the
recent past, jones said. "One of the
issues along the way has been whether
or not the city should have an overall,
unified marketing program and
identification program, or whether each
area should be uniquely identified. The
consensus is that each area should be

identified
in both

r---, ways.
They
should
have the
ability to
create an
individual

- - - 'dentfty -
as separate shopping area or district,
but an overall element that ties them
together."

jones has some advice for city
officials working on projects such as this
one. "Meet early with the stakeholders,
plan on it taking at least twice as long
as you ever thought it would, and don't
have any preconceptions that everyone's
going to instantly agree on everything." •

~

REDONDO BEACH
STAKES OUT THE
MIDDLE GROUND

In Redondo Beach, signage is a
matter of moderation.

"A well-designed place and place
signs do much more to attract the
customer than large signs or signs
that are out of scale," said Aaron
jones, economic development man-
ager for the city of Redondo Beach.
"If I see 6-foot channel letters on a
tiny building, my first thought is,
'What's wrong with that business?'''

That's why Redondo Beach
advocates master sign programs for
larger projects - but only up to a
point.

,:,::r:he idea-in somecommunities",is_-.--_

that they should be extremely technical
and restrictive and dictate every
aspect of allowable signage,' jones
said. "We've decided to adopt more
of a middle ground. We encourage
larger projects to come up with
master sign programs, but we believe
they should prescribe some general
colors and materials and mounting
locations - something less than strict
uniformity."

The city used that model for
the Redondo Information
Technologies Center,Jones said,
creating a design that matches the
building's architecture while still
allowing for individual tenants' specific
logos and graphics. The project was a
collaborative effort among the city,
the property owner and Signs &
Services Company.

"We try to really be sensitive to
the needs of business and needs
and desires of residents and the
community," Jones said .•
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GATEWAY ENTRANCE SIGNS
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Famous« Footwear
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CALLING ALL ARCHITECTS
AND PROPERTY MANAGERS!

GREAT SIGNS HELP BUSINESS!

Have lunch on us and get the inside scoop on what is
happenin~ in the sign industry. We'll tell you what's new
and whats trendy, and answer your questions about
signage. And, as part of our presentation, we'll serve
you lunch at your office. Call Barbara at (714) 761-8200.

A great sign optimizes your business potential. Here's how:
• Positive reinforcement of your logo
• Identifies and directs people to your business
• Name awareness

Call us about using sign image to your advantage!
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Case Study
SIGN SERVESAS LOCATOR AND

REFLECTS A POSITIVE IMAGE

When Hilary Kaye Associates
relocated its business to a mixed-use
street near Old Town Tustin, Hilary
Kaye decided that a prominent sign
would enhance both the property and
the business.

"We'd always been in office building
rentals near the airport, where signage
was limited to a nameplate on our door
and a spot on the building directory. Here,
with our own building, we finally had
offices with character and an opportunity
for visibility," Kaye said.

There were two good reasons to
install a sign, said Kaye, whose company
provides public relations and advertising
services. "Most obviously, it's a locator -
our street has residences, a hospital and
professional offices, all side-by-side, so it

was important to identify
this as a place of business."

The second reason was
a matter of image - crucial
for a company in the image-
building business. "We're in
the business of enhancing
our clients' images and then
obtaining visibility for them.
This was an opportunity to
show off our distinctive
logo and display a positive image to our
clients and the public at large."

Signs & Services Co. originally pre-
sented the City of Tustin with a proposal
for a sleek, modern sign.Tustin officials
countered with a request for a sign that
reflected the historical character of the
1921 California Craftsman bungalow. "We

o Please add me to your mailinglist. My info is below.
o Contact me regarding a luncheon.
o Please make the following correction.

name title _
company _
street. _
city state zip _
phone fax

all agreed, and, together, Signs & Services
Co. and HKA came up with a winning
design that reflects the design details of
the facade and matches the building's
color scheme." Kaye added, "I've learned
two things about signs: one, hiring a quality
sign company is essential and two, a good
sign will get noticed!" •


